Report of the Group of Experts on Chemical Substances

Brasilia, June 2-4, 2004
• CICAD XXXIV (Montreal, Canada, November 17-20, 2003)
• Directed Group to meet in 2004
• Mandate:
  • address action items (report presented at CICAD XXXIV)
  • identify other issues of concern

Plan of Action
• Use of “pre-export notifications”
• Mechanisms for information exchange and coordination
• Product codes
Other issues

- Organized Crime
- CICAD Model Regulations
- Check list to review legislation and control system
- Control of tablet making machines

Consult with member states regarding problems with receipt of PEN's from exporting countries

Prepare (with Peru) an information bulletin on PEN process and requirements

Consult with World Customs Organization regarding numbering system for the control of chemicals

Compile information on methods for disposal of chemicals that are safe and environmentally acceptable

Expanded training program with emphasis on officer safety
Recommend that:

The Group meet in 2005 to complete the following plan of action:

• amend model regulations to address safe and environmentally acceptable disposal of chemicals
• prepare a matrix to be used in reviewing chemical control legislation, regulations and systems
• prepare a guide for the control of tablet making machines